Introduction

Health information systems (HIS) have a wide spectrum of research topics [1, 2]. Methodical aspects concern HIS management [3], their analysis, design, and evolution [4, 5], HIS evaluation [6, 7] and technology assessment [8]. In spite of all progress that has been made in these fields success of HIS projects still is not guaranteed [9]. This is impressively demonstrated by the ongoing discussion concerning the implementation and introduction of computerized physician order entry systems [10,11]. Another important HIS application field are transinstitutional health information systems to support shared care concepts on a regional or national level [12], together with interoperability [13] and technological aspects of such systems [14, 15]. Especially driven by the discussion concerning the aging society, IT-based home care and telecare for the elderly [16] respectively for patients with chronic diseases [17, 18] are intensively discussed. Research on this field is synergistically accompanied by progress in sensor technology and sensor data analysis e.g. in the area of activity measurement [19].

Best Paper Selection

The best paper selection of articles for the IMIA Yearbook 2007 section ‘health information systems’ follows the tradition of previous yearbooks [20, 21] and reflects this broad spectrum of topics. This years selection presents examples of outstanding research on new user interfaces for mobile data entry, smart card based approaches for national eHealth projects, system architectures for telemedicine services, new approaches for electronic prescriptions, and telematic systems for chronic care in COPD.

The five articles were selected from three international peer reviewed journals in the fields of medicine and medical informatics. Table 1 presents the selected papers. A brief content summary of the selected best papers can be found in the appendix of this report.

Conclusions and Outlook

The best paper selection again demonstrates that telemedicine solutions for telecare or home care have the potential to improve quality and outcome of health care. The results of a clinical study presented by Toledo et al. in [22] exemplify this impressively for the application field of chronic care for COPD. Based on experiences like this for COPD and other diseases current research is now directed towards general architectural aspects of telematic systems and their integration in HIS. This is demonstrated by Maglaveras et
al. with their middleware based telemedical platform for supporting monitoring, treatment, and management of chronically ill patients at home [14].

A lot of countries did initiate projects concerning the introduction of eHealth infrastructure to support systematically shared care concepts and to improve the efficiency of their health care system. Changes in health care processes and organization are the consequences. This implicates the need for research on the impacts of introducing new eHealth technologies. Liu et al. analysed the impacts on hospital information systems of introducing patient smart cards nationwide and draw conclusions usable for similar projects [23]. Like smart cards, also electronic prescriptions are an often discussed approach towards optimizing health care systems. In contrast to card based solutions Ghinea et al. focusses on a new data acquisition device, the digital pen and paper, and elaborates systematically its potentials and limitations [26].

Thus research on evaluation and general architectural aspects of telemedical platforms and eHealth infrastructures remains an important topic together with aspects of identifying suitable new technologies and establishing their acceptance from the users’ and the organizations’ point of view. Up-to-date information about current and future issues of the IMIA Yearbook is available at http://www.schattauer.de/index.php?id=1384
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Since the very beginning of utilizing computer technology in health care one of the major problems is related to a suitable design of user interfaces for software applications. McDonald already in 1992 wrote “the difficult side of computer-stored medical records systems [is]: getting the data in” [25]. Intuitive user interfaces remain a main success factor for health informatics applications [9]. The study of Despont-Gros et al. focusses on a new data acquisition device, the digital pen and paper, and elaborates systematically its potentials and limitations [26].

Table 1: Best paper selection of articles for the IMIA Yearbook of Medical Informatics 2007 in the section ‘Health Information Systems’. The articles are listed in alphabetical order of the first author’s surname.
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include that based on thoroughly designed acquisition forms digital pens are useful even in stressful clinical environments.
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Jini-based solution for electronic prescriptions

Computer provider order entry (CPOE) systems with clinical decision support have the potential to improve patient safety and lower medication-related costs [27]. Many health information systems are equipped with such systems and several national eHealth infrastructure projects focus on introducing electronic prescriptions like e.g. Germany [28]. But even if electronic prescription seems to be a simple task, the development of a solution usable in daily routine is not. Publications concerning the health card based solution currently discussed in Germany assume that the time a health care professional needs to sign an electronic prescription will be 12 times higher than the time needed to sign a paper prescription, what would not be acceptable [29]. Thus sophisticated system concepts and user interfaces are needed that streamline the process of electronic prescriptions. The paper of Ghinea et al. proposes a Jini-based solution that utilizes concepts of ubiquitous computing to effectively support preparing, signing and communicating electronic prescriptions. Jini is a Java based framework for developing scalable and flexible distributed systems [30]. The proposed system bases on GP and pharmacy systems that are wireless connected with Jini-enabled mobile devices that a patient can use to store prescriptions and to communicate them to a pharmacy of his choice. Because the whole process including the contact to the pharmacy does not bases on handing over physical artifacts like a health card but solely uses wireless information exchange, the electronic prescription process is comparably efficient. The system has been positively evaluated with 15 London-based GPs and 28 patients based on questionnaires.

Liu CT, Yang PT, Yeh YT, Wang BL
The impacts of smart cards on hospital information systems-an investigation of the first phase of the national health insurance smart card project in Taiwan
Int J Med Inform 2006;75(2):173-81

The introduction of eHealth infrastructures to support cooperation of health care service providers more efficiently is currently part of many national health system strategies [1]. The WHO eHealth declaration of 2005 impressively demonstrated the need for such structures in all countries worldwide [31]. Thus there is an intensive discussion concerning organizational and technical aspects of health telematics platforms and many countries focus on health card based approaches like e.g. Germany [32]. Taiwan introduced electronic health insurance cards for patients in 2003 and the paper of Liu et al. reports the results of a questionnaire based study that investigates the impacts of introducing this technology on hospital information systems. Besides being used for identification and health services access the card carries some medical information like physician orders, prescriptions, and drug allergies. The introduction of the card required hospitals to integrate card readers and card access into their hospital information systems and to adapt their work flows correspondently. All hospitals in Taiwan were given the opportunity to fill in the questionnaire that assessed technical and organizational effects, the financial burden and the overall satisfaction with the new technology. The results report several technical and organizational problems like card and card reader problems, interface problems, prolonged service times, and an expenditure of up to 175 person days for adapting the hospital information system. Overall satisfaction with the project is moderate. The authors conclude that similar projects should invest early in public-awareness, and that technical maturity is of uppermost importance before introducing such technology in a broad range.
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IT-based telecare and home-care concepts are one approach to face health care system challenges like the aging society [33]. The last years a lot of telemedicine projects have focused on substituting face-to-face medical diagnostics and treatment and resulted in solutions that often (not always) have proven usability and have shown effects in terms of clinical outcome or cost efficiency [34]. This implies a need for systematically integrating telemedicine in health information system architectures [2]. The paper of Maglaveras et al. presents a concept of an eHealth infrastructure to support telemedicine and home care for a broad spectrum of chronically ill patients. It does not focus solely on supporting telemedicine for a certain disease related scenario and thus contributes to the discussion of general architectural aspects of such systems. The proposed Medical Contact Center (MCC) offers services for health care professionals (HCP) as well as for patients needing medical services.
Main patient related services are health monitoring, education and communication with HCP. Services for HCP consist of patient administration, review of medical data and communication with patients. The middleware based architecture incorporates modules for alerting, rule based decision support, personalized education, communication using different channels, call centre access and sensor based signal processing and communication. The MCC technology has been evaluated in several trials in the context of diabetes and obesity, and cardiology. Basic facts concerning form and results of the evaluation are presented in the paper and underline the system’s potential to increase the quality of healthcare services.
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Home care for patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is subject to many telemedicine projects [35-37]. The paper of de Toledo et al. reports effects of using a telemedicine platform that bases on a shared electronic health record system (EHRS). The services offered for patients are telemonitoring of relevant biomedical parameters and symptoms, asynchronous and synchronous communication with a case manager using different communication channels, and access to educational material. Services for the professionals include web-based patient management, and ubiquitous EHRS access in the clinic or at the patient’s home. The clinical outcome has been evaluated based on a one year lasting controlled, randomized clinical study with 157 patients. Besides recording readmissions, ER visits and mortality the health care professional’s acceptance has been assessed using questionnaires. Additionally a costs analysis has been conducted. The study reveals a significant reduction in the number of readmissions in one year. The evaluation of system acceptance by health care professionals underlines ease of use of the system and its potential to improve patient care. The cost analysis gives rise to the assumption that the system’s costs can be paid by the cost savings produced through the reduction of hospitalization days. Further information concerning usage patterns of the telemedicine system is provided. The authors conclude that telemedicine platforms like the one presented can play a major role in new strategies for home care based chronic disease management towards improving patient care without associated cost raises.